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Disclaimer:  This report draft has been prepared by Dirt Art Pty Ltd; for the West Coast 
Council.  Any content within this report represents the views of Dirt Art Pty Ltd only and is 
not to be interpreted as the view of the West Coast Council and/or other project 
stakeholders.  The report is a draft only, with all contents contained in the report yet to be 
progressed through land manager and statutory approvals.  No design or written 
descriptions within the report are to be deemed a final design or an approved project, 
until such time that the report is finalised and all statutory approvals are in place.  
 
Report Version:  
 

Date Version Author Notes 
23rd October 2020 Internal Draft Simon French Internal use only 
26th October 2020 Draft for distribution Simon French For distribution 
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1 Executive Summary 
 
The West Coast of Tasmania has a growing reputation as an iconic Tasmanian mountain 
bike destination.  At the time of preparing this report, construction work is soon to 
commence on the Queenstown Mountain Bike Trails Project, which will add a further 35km 
of new trails to the regional mountain biking opportunity.  This project proposes, ~37.7km 
of new trails through stunning button grass terrain in the Mount Heemskirk Regional 
Reserve adjacent to Zeehan. 
 
The Mount Heemskirk  Regional Reserve is an area of rolling hills, dominated by  the 
dramatic rocky outcrops of Mount Heemkirk and Agnew, with an available elevation range 
of over 500m.  Low vegetation species dominate the area with the stunning button grass 
plains providing a unique environment for mountain bike trail development.  From higher 
elevations riders will be rewarded with incredible views across the rugged mountains of the 
West Coast Range and East as far as the peaks of the Cradle Mountain Lake St Clair 
National Park. 
 
Dirt Art has been contracted by the West Coast Council (WCC) to develop a trail plan for 
the Heemskirk Ranges, with an anticipated initial development stage of approximately 
20km.  The project aims to add to the suite of planned and existing high-quality riding 
experiences in the Region, and to further showcase the rugged and unique local 
environments. 
 
Dirt Art has designed a trail network that achieves the following strategic objectives; 
 

- Sustainably showcase the unique West Coast environment 
- Develop designs for a network of trails that has significant appeal for visiting riders 
- Develop designs for a network of trails that caters for local riding community wants 

and needs 
- Minimise ongoing maintenance and maximise the riding experience by carefully 

considering the local climate 
- Maximise economic development opportunities for the region 
- Work to reduce implementation complexity through careful analysis of land tenure 

and related factors 
- Create a suite of ‘hero trail experiences’  
- Create trails for a broad market of riders 
- Maximise the project budget  
- Carefully consider operational aspects of the trails (including; safety management, 

maintenance, uplift etc.) 
 
The resulting trail plan proposes 37.7km of new, purpose-built mountain bike trails through 
a unique landscape, offering approximately 500m of rideable vertical elevation.  The 
proposed trail network builds upon the existing Oonah Hill Trail, with a stacked loop trail 
system that takes riders on an epic journey to the summit of Mount Agnew. 
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This document provides the detailed implementation and construction plans for the 
proposed network.  The document and attachments have been designed to facilitate a 
construction tender process.    
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2 Introduction 
 
2.1 Project Overview 
 
Dirt Art has been engaged by the West Coast Council to develop a mountain bike Trail 
Design Plan that will guide the trail infrastructure development proposed for the first stage 
of the Heemskirk Range Trail Network in Zeehan.    
 
The report provides detailed construction plans, to assist in statutory approvals and the 
procurement of construction services and delivery of the construction contract for the 
trails.   
 
This document builds upon previous reports authored by Dirt Art and Trail Systems. 
 
2.2 Key Objectives 
 
The key objective of this report is to develop a trail design plan that: 
 

- Sustainably showcases the unique West Coast environment 
- Develops designs for a network of trails that has significant appeal for visiting riders 
- Develops designs for a network of trails that caters for local riding community wants 

and needs 
- Minimises ongoing maintenance and maximise the riding experience by carefully 

considering the local climate 
- Maximises economic development opportunities for the region 
- Works to reduce implementation complexity through careful analysis of land tenure 

and related factors 
- Creates a suite of ‘hero trail experiences’  
- Creates trails for a broad market of riders 
- Maximises the project budget  
- Carefully considers operational aspects of the trails (including; safety management, 

maintenance, uplift etc.) 
 
2.3 Project Background 
 
The recent history behind this project will be detailed below.  A more comprehensive 
background can be found in the concept plan report for this project, Mountain Bike Trail 
Strategy- West Coast, Tasmania 2019 Dirt Art Pty Ltd. 
 
The concept of utilising the growing mountain bike tourism market to contribute 
economically to the West Coast region has been progressing steadily over the past several 
years.  In 2019 the first formal, purpose-built mountain bike trail was developed in the 
region at Oonah Hill in Zeehan.  This project was developed and funded by the Tasmanian 
Parks and Wildlife Service (PWS), and marks a shift in the mountain bike experience in the 
area.  While only relatively small in scale (approximately 4km of new trail development), the 
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project has attracted new riders to the area, and has importantly begun establishing the 
West Coast region as a recognised mountain bike destination. 
 
In early 2019, the West Coast Council engaged Dirt Art to develop a concept plan for the 
development of mountain bike trails within the Greater Queenstown area (Mountain Bike 
Trail Strategy- West Coast, Tasmania 2019 Dirt Art).  The report proposed the 
development of a number of gravity-focused mountain bike trail concepts in the Mount 
Owen area. Several trail corridors were proposed, catering for a largely advanced rider 
audience. 
 
Dirt Art has used the concept plan document as a base for this project, essentially retaining 
the proposed development area proposed in this project.  
 
During the lead in to the 2019 federal election, the project received a $2.5m funding 
commitment from the Coalition Government.  The project is also set to utilise the residual 
funds from a $500k project fund originally managed by the PWS.   
 
2.4 Establishing the West Coast as a Mountain Bike Destination 
 
To achieve success in an increasingly competitive mountain bike destination market, the 
West Coast must develop distinct and engaging trail experiences within iconic West Coast 
landscapes that are of sufficient quality to ensure riders are willing to travel to what are 
contextually remote locations.     
 
The West Coast region offers an excellent opportunity to develop mountain bike trail 
experiences that are not yet available in Australia for which there is significant, 
demonstrated demand both domestically and internationally.  While the opportunity is 
great, the West Coast also presents unique challenges in its climate, geology, topography 
and distance from population centres which serve to define the types of trail infrastructure 
it is feasible to develop in the area, and the markets that may be targeted through trail 
infrastructure development. 
 
This development plan focuses on the following trail styles; 
 

- Stacked loop trail system suitable for beginner and intermediate riders 
- Long format backcountry trail riding 
- Long format enduro-focused descending 
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3 Methodology 
 
The project has engaged the following methodology; 
 
3.1 Background Analysis 
 
Dirt Art has undertaken a comprehensive background analysis for the project, including the 
review of all relevant previous plans and reports.  Notably, the majority of relevant 
literature reviewed occurred during the concept design phase for the project, and can be 
found within the report, Mountain Bike Trail Strategy- West Coast, Tasmania 2019 Dirt Art 
Pty Ltd. 
 
3.2 Stage 1 Consultation 
 
The first stage of consultation has involved consultation with the following key groups; 
 

- The West Coast Council (WCC) 
- The Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife Service PWS) 
- Mining and Minerals Tasmania (MMT) 
- Commercial Operators/Businesses 
- The West Coast MTB Club (WCMTBC) 
- The West Coast MTB Reference Group 

 
This stage of consultation has assisted in the guiding the development of detailed trail 
designs in preparation for construction.   
 
3.3 Desktop Analysis 
 
Dirt Art has undertaken extensive desktop analysis to determine key areas of potential trail 
development.  Utilising land management and cadastral overlays, Dirt Art has avoided 
areas such as; mining leases, water catchment and private land.  All concepts investigated 
are based on the project concept plan proposed trail corridors.   
 
Dirt Art has utilised desktop analysis to develop a range of trail concepts in readiness for 
field investigations.  These concepts have sought out areas with a range of preferable 
characteristics, including but not limited to; 
 

- Unwooded areas: minimising construction maintenance costs while maximising rider 
experience 

- Prominent ridgelines: free draining, elevated areas perform better in wet conditions 
- North facing slopes: perform better in wet conditions 
- Functional trail heads: the proposed network configuration is functional and  

intuitive for users to navigate 
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3.4 Field Analysis 
 
Dirt Art has undertaken extensive field analysis to ground truth and refine proposed trail 
alignments.  The field analysis has confirmed broad trail corridors and overall network 
structure, as well as determining the location and concept designs for major trail head 
infrastructure.   
 
3.5 Detailed Trail Design 
 
Detailed trail design has placed the proposed trails within a 50m construction corridor.  
Dirt Art suggests a 50m corridor is utilised for the project given the novel landscape, and 
high risk of sub surface rock and other geotechnical constraints during construction.  The 
designed trails represent a 50m built footprint, allowing construction 25m either side of 
the designed centerline.   
 
The field work and design stage for the project has been undertaken by Simon French and 
Robert Potter, two of Australia’s most experienced mountain bike trail design 
professionals.   
 
3.6 Stage 2 Consultation 
 
The second stage of consultation includes a 2-week public consultation process led by the 
West Coast Council, along with further consultation with key project stakeholders.  This 
consultation process will be reviewed in the final report. 
 
Further consultation will also target key stakeholders, including land managers and the 
broader business community.   
 
3.7 Report Preparation 
 
Preparation of draft and final reports has provided a comprehensive overview of the 
proposed construction process. 
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4 Site Analysis 
4.1.1 Overview 
 
The West Coast is defined by the Southern Ocean to the West, Macquarie Harbour to its 
south, and mountain ranges to its north and east. Relative to the rest of Tasmania the West 
coast is characterised by high-relief and dominated by the mountains of the West Coast 
Range, which runs roughly north-south through the area and extends from the peaks of 
Mount Agnew, Mount Heemskirk north of Zeehan through to Mount Darwin and Sorrell 
south of Queenstown. 
 
The focus of this stage of the project is on Mount Agnew and the Mount Heemskirk 
Regional Reserve.  Mount Agnew is a mountain of the West Coast Range with a summit 
approximately 10 kilometres from the centre of Zeehan. The mountains sparsely vegetated 
button grass slopes lead into rolling foothills, which abut the township of Zeehan. 
 
At higher elevations Mount Agnew will provide riders with almost constant views of the 
mountains of the West Coast Range and the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area to 
the east and south. 
 
4.1.2 Topography 
 
Mount Agnew’s summit is approximately 730 metres above sea level, and provides a total 
available elevation range of approximately 500m.   
 
The other dominant feature in the proposed development area is Piney Creek.  The small 
tributary weaves through the button grass valley at the functional low point of the trail 
system, as riders access and then ascend/descend Mount Agnew.   
 
The majority of the proposed development area features rolling hills, vegetated with 
button grass.  Small pockets of mature trees are evident in the landscape; particularly in 
gullies, though have been avoided by the proposed trail concepts.  Higher elevations of 
Mount Agnew feature steeper slopes, and a change in geology to granite rock and soils. 
 
4.1.3 Climate 

 
The region has a high annual rainfall, with annual rainfall ranges between 2,000 and 
3,000mm. The frequency and intensity of rainfall events, combined with the exposure and 
remoteness of elevated areas of the West Coast reflect an environment not particularly 
suitable for beginner riders. Experienced, competent riders will comfortably contend with 
the challenges provided by the West Coast climate to access trail experiences that are not 
available elsewhere.  Notably, the challenging climate is part of the West Coast riding 
experience, and should be embraced through marketing and promotion of the trails rather 
than presented as a negative attribute of riding in the area. 
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While summer will by virtue be the most popular riding season, the trail designs developed 
in this project have been designed to allow for year-round riding potential (though noting 
that snow will affect the higher elevation areas of the project at times during winter).   
 
4.1.4 Geology 

 
The majority of the site features quartzite gravel material with low plasticity.  The surface is 
typically composed of an organic material, that will require removal during construction.  
The finished trail tread should be expected to be ‘rubbly’ and inconsistent.  The soil type 
will suit the climate, with year-round riding generally viable throughout the trail network. 
 
Higher elevation areas of Mount Agnew feature granitic soils and granite outcrops.  These 
areas will provide an engaging rider, with rock features incorporated into the trail 
experience.  Soils in these areas will also suit year-round riding.  
 
4.1.5 Vegetation 

 
The West Coast is renowned for areas of dense, essentially impenetrable vegetation. There 
are however areas, natural and modified by human activities that are sparsely vegetated 
and good sites for the economic development of unique trail products.   
 
Areas of dense vegetation have been avoided due to the increased construction and 
maintenance costs these areas involve. Locating trails in sparsely vegetated areas will not 
only minimise establishment and maintenance costs, but is essential to provide a distinct 
experience that will showcase quintessential West Coast environments. 
 
4.1.6 Environmental and Cultural Values 
 
There are no known environmental or cultural heritage values of significance in the 
proposed development area.  It is anticipated that further specialist survey work will be 
completed as required, during the development approvals phase of the project.   
 
The sparse, regenerating vegetation allows for constant views, which is a key attribute 
adding to the appeal of this site for trail development. 
 
The low, button grass vegetation that is prevalent across the proposed development area 
provides another distinct environmental experience that complements the existing and 
other proposed trail infrastructure, adding diversity and enhancing the collective appeal of 
the West Coast and indeed Tasmania, for visiting riders. 
 
While it is expected that the PWS will require a Reserve Activity Assessment (RAA) to be 
completed for the proposed development, the highly-modified, essentially denuded 
environment is not expected to present significant natural values that would preclude 
development. 
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4.1.7 Land Tenure 
 
The proposed development area falls entirely within Mount Heemskirk Regional Reserve 
administered by the Parks and Wildlife Service. Dirt Art has utilised a single land tenure to 
assist in streamlining approvals and ongoing management of the trail network.   
 
Locating the development entirely within a single tenure type simplifies approval and 
operational processes.  
 
Dirt Art has avoided land under mining lease, notwithstanding a short trail section adjacent 
to the existing Oonah Hill Trail.     
 
4.1.8 Land Lease and License Considerations   
 
4.1.8.1 Mining Leases 
 
A number of mining leases are active in the region, Dirt Art has avoided all mining leases 
aside from one short trail section, effectively removing the short and long-term risk of 
attempting to propose trails in these lease areas.  The short section of trail in mining lease 
will require negotiation with the lease holder.  This mining lease is held by Columbus 
Metals Limited, through which the existing Oonah Hill trail passes is required to allow 
riders to easily access the Reserve from Zeehan. 
 
4.1.8.2 Access Permits 
 
There is no current uplift opportunity in the proposed trail network. 
 
Access permits will be required only for operators conducting organised tours and related 
activities. 
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5 Consultation 
5.1 Overview 
 
The project has included extensive consultation with a range of organisations, land 
managers, groups and individuals.   
 
5.2 Key Stakeholders  
 
5.2.1 West Coast Council 
 
The WCC has been consulted throughout the project, including several face-to-face and 
phone meetings.  The WCC are strong supporters of the project and support the present 
trail design plan.   
 
5.2.2 Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife Service 
 
The PWS are an important stakeholder as the land manager for the area in which the trails 
are proposed to be constructed.  The PWS are familiar with the concept plan for the 
project, and will be liaised with during next phase of the project now that trail designs have 
been developed.  The PWS are in principally supportive of the current trail designs. 
 
5.2.3 Mining and Minerals Tasmania (MMT) 
 
MMT have been liaised without throughout the project and are principally supportive of 
the current trail concept and proposed designs. 
 
5.2.4 Destination West Coast (DWC) 
 
DWC will be liaised with during the next phase of the project, now that proposed trail 
designs are available for review.   
 
5.2.5 West Coast Mountain Bike Club (WCMTBC) 
 
The WCMTBC has recently formed by a group of passionate local riders.  The club has an 
interest in both trail advocacy and racing.  The club will be consulted with throughout the 
project.    
 
The club will be further consulted now design plans have been developed.   
 
5.2.6 Police and Emergency Services 
 
The police and emergency services will be liaised with during the next phase of the project, 
now that trail design locations are available for review.   
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5.2.7 Business Community 
 
Dirt Art has had several discussions with the local business community, the majority of 
which have been held in confidence due to the nature of the attendees’ business plans.   
 
The business community will be further consulted now that design plans have been 
developed. 
 
5.2.8 West Coast MTB Reference Group 
 
A reference group has been created to provide consultation opportunities to a cross 
section of the community with a keen interest in the West Coast Mountain Bike Project.  
An initial meeting was held with the reference group during the early stages of the project, 
with another meeting in coming weeks to present the draft trail designs.   
 
5.2.9 Community Consultation 
 
Community consultation will form part of the next phase of the project.   
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6 Proposed Development 
 
6.1 Overview 
 
Pursuing the development of a wilderness ride concept, featuring back country trail riding 
is the recommended strategy for the project.  The terrain and topography are well suited 
to this style of riding, which is further complemented by the stunning views across the 
region from nearly every part of the proposed trail network. 
 
Trail experiences of this type, quality and volume are not available in Australia currently 
though successful precedents do exist in New Zealand and North America, amongst other 
international destinations. 
 
Dirt Art has proposed a stacked loop trail concept, in a ‘daisy chain’ format, which provides 
multiple riding opportunities for riders of a range of abilities and preferences.  The trail 
concept integrates neatly into the existing Oonah Hill Trail, while addressing the lack of a 
direct climb for this trail.  By adding this direct climb, the Oonah Hill Trail experience is 
vastly improved for visiting riders as well as local recreational users. 
 
Establishment of a purpose-built climb and moving the primary access of the current trail 
and future network from Trial Road to the existing trail terminus off Heemskirk Road closer 
to Zeehan,  increases the likelihood of riders basing themselves in Zeehan, maximising 
potential economic benefit to the town.  This change also makes for a much more direct 
and intuitive access into the trail network. 
 
6.1.1 Project Staging 
 
The final staging for the project will be dependent on the availability of funding. 
 
Given current project budgets, it is likely that the first stage of the project will incorporate 
trails two and four only, with remaining trails dependent on future funding opportunities. 
 
6.1.2 Location Map 
 
A regional location map can be found over the page. 
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6.2 Trail Head Developments 
 
6.2.1 Primary Trail Head 
 
6.2.1.1 Overview 
 
The primary trailhead is proposed to be located within the Zeehan CBD, with a suggested 
location of Howards Park.  This proposed location minimises the requirements for new 
infrastructure development at the entry to the trail network, with toilets and parking 
already in place.  The proposed location also maximises potential for riders to engage with 
local businesses, maximising economic impact.   
 
6.2.1.2 Proposed New Developments 
 
The Primary Trail Head will act as the main entry gateway to the trails for most visiting 
riders.  As such, the area requires the functionality, as well as infrastructure development 
that brings the mountain bike trails to the centre of town. 
 
Dirt Art suggest the following infrastructure development; 
 

- Major sign boards 
- Major trail maps 
- Trail network entry archway 
- Bike racks/parking 
- Bike wash (minimum of two wash bays) 

 
Design plans for the Primary Trail Head can be found over the page. 
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6.3 Functional Trail Head 
 
6.3.1 Overview 
 
The functional trail is the main functional gateway into the trails, where riders first ‘hit the 
dirt’ embarking on their ride.  The trail network has been designed to provide a single 
entry and exit trail in this area, simplifying navigation for riders.   
 
Note that the existing Spray Tunnel Trail loop has not been integrated into this functional 
trail head, and ultimately sits alongside this project in a different development area.  While 
there is potential to incorporate the Spray Tunnel Loop into these new proposed trails, it is 
expected that most riders will not do this.  The Spray Tunnel Loop adds some value to the 
trail network, though ultimately does not offer the quality of experience provided by the 
Oonah Hill Trail and proposed new trails.   
 
Dirt Art suggest discouraging parking at this trail head, as such only minor parking areas 
will be provided, using existing gravel road easements.   
 
6.3.2 Infrastructure Development 
 
Infrastructure development in this area is not extensive, with the main utilities available at 
the primary trail head, an approach which will further encourage riders to utilise the 
primary trail head in the town centre.  A main sign board and trail maps are suggested 
along with seating and a small shelter to allow riders to stop and wait for other riders in 
their group.   
 
Proposed development includes; 
 

- Main sign board 
- Bench seating 
- Bike racks 

 
A design plan for the functional trail head can be found over the page. 
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6.4 Proposed Trail Network 
 
6.4.1 Overview 
 
The proposed trail network includes approximately 37.7km of new trail development, 
across five new trails.  The network is diverse in both its scale and diversity, featuring 
opportunities for riders to engage with a genuine back country riding experience. 
 
Note that as the fifth trail is a short urban link trail, it has been excluded from the 
breakdowns below.   
 
The current trail distance will change based on the determination of the detailed 
construction alignment within the proposed development corridor, which will be 
completed by the construction contractor.   
 
A trail overview map can be found over the page. 
 
6.4.2 Trail Summaries  
 

Green Circle Blue Square Black Diamond Double Black Diamond 
3,600m 18,500m 14,400m 0m 

9.5% 49% 41.5% 0% 
 
The above trail summaries demonstrate a relatively even split between intermediate and 
advanced trails, effectively forming a stacked loop format of trails with a loop to suit each 
rider skill level.  Notably, the Oonah Hill Trail will be formed as the initial loop in the 
network, resulting in a ‘daisy chain’ or stacking of three primary trail loops.  
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6.4.3 Trail 1 
 
Length 3,600m 
TDRS Green Circle 
Width 1,200mm 
Target average gradient 5% 
Maximum trail gradient 10% 
Style Flow 
Format Single direction climb 
Suggested construction methodology 1.7t excavator 
Trail features Mineral earth features 
Construction accessibility Good 
Built infrastructure Nil 

 
Trail 1 is new climbing trail that is designed to significantly improve the functionality of the 
existing Oonah Hill Trail, by providing a direct climbing route into the trail.  The trail also 
better integrates the Oonah Hill Trail into the township of Zeehan.  The trail will provide 
the primary access to the trail network for riders, with a secondary entry available via the 
Oonah Hill Trail section departing from Trial Road. 
 
The trail is designed as a gently climbing flow trail, suitable for riders of all abilities.  The 
trail is currently designed to pass briefly through a dense area of vegetation, before 
moving into open button grass slopes.  Switchback turns have been minimised through the 
use of longer contouring sections.  Dirt Art suggests that the trail is built with in-sloped 
corners to assist eMTB riders ascend faster, without damaging the trail surface.   
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6.4.4 Trail 2 
 
Length 9,300m 
TDRS Blue Square 
Width 900,1100mm 
Target average gradient 7% (in sustained climbs/descents) 
Maximum gradient 15% 
Style Natural/Technical 
Format Dual-direction point-to-point 
Suggested construction methodology 1.7t excavator 
Trail features Natural rock and mineral earth features 
Construction accessibility Fair 

 
Trail 2 is designed as an arterial trail connecting the existing Oonah Hill Trail and Piney 
Creek.  The trail is designed to operate as a dual-directional trail until the development of 
Trail 3 is funded (Trail 3 does not form part of the intended first stage of project works). 
 
The trail provides a valuable stand-alone experience for riders wishing to travel only to 
Piney Creek, which will be significantly improved once a loop is eventually formed with 
Trail 3.  With open sight lines and modest gradients, the trail will not pose any safety or 
sustainability issues in the interim prior to development of Trail 3.  The development has 
been staged in this fashion to ensure that there is enough available budget to develop trail 
to the top of Mount Agnew, ensuring the development of a genuinely iconic trail 
experience.  Notably, the trail will convert to single direction upon the completion of Trail 
3.  
 
There is opportunity and it is encouraged that a viewing area/lookout is developed prior to 
the trails final descent toward Piney Creek. This location offers an excellent viewing/media 
opportunity and creates a definitive endpoint for riders choosing not to proceed further 
into the network and for those returning from Mount Agnew; an opportunity to regroup, 
reflect and document the scale of experience they’ve just enjoyed. 
 
The trail is designed for construction with a small excavator, featuring a tread width of 900-
1,100mm, which given the button grass terrain will not pose issues for riders passing in 
opposing directions.   
 
The trail should incorporate natural features where they occur, with minimal flow-style 
features.  Trail character generally should be  sympathetic to the rugged, natural landscape 
and consistent with a back-country rather than bike-park experience.  
 
The low plasticity of the soils across the proposed development area are not conducive to 
and will reduce the functional life of features established from this material and is not 
recommended. Turns should be supported with minimal berms and trail camber where 
required and possible, preferably supported/retained by larger rocks to reduce dispersal of 
the gravel tread material. 
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Trail 3 
 
Length 9,200m 
TDRS Blue Square 
Width 900-1,100mm 
Average gradient 7% (in sustained climbs/descents) 
Maximum gradient 20% 
Style Natural/Technical 
Format Single direction point-to-point 
Suggested construction methodology 1.7t excavator 
Trail features Natural rock and mineral earth features 
Construction accessibility Fair 

 
Trail 3 is a point-to-point trail that will form a loop with Trail 2.  The loop will take riders to 
and from Piney Creek through stunning button grass hills.  Notably, the trail does not 
currently form part of the initial works stage of the project, with development pending 
future funding opportunities.   
 
As for Trail 2, the proposed trail should feature natural features with minimal flow style 
features like constructed rollers, jumps and berms.  Turns should be supported with 
berms/camber where required as described for Trail 2, though the build of his trail is 
intended as minimalistic to match the rugged natural landscape.   
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6.4.6 Trail 4 
 
Length 14,400m 
TDRS Black Diamond 
Width 600-1,000mm 
Average gradient 10% (in sustained climbs) 

15% (in sustained descents) 
Maximum gradient 30% 
Style Natural/Technical 
Format Single direction loop 
Suggested construction methodology 1.7t excavator / some hand build sections 
Trail features Natural rock and mineral earth features 
Construction accessibility Fair- Poor 
Infrastructure 12m FRP bridge clear span 

200m elevated trail tread with 200mm 
ballast material (remote area) 

 
Trail 4 is the hero trail of the network, providing a stunning journey to the summit of Mount 
Agnew.  The loop format trail features a diverse range of environments and dramatic views 
across and beyond the Region.  The trail features mostly rolling button grass hills, with one 
section of dramatic granite boulders towards the summit of the ascending trail section. 
 
The trail is proposed to have a minimalistic build, maximising use of natural terrain and 
topography.  Corners should be supported where required with berms, and the trail should 
feature grade reversals for sustainability/drainage, though there should be efforts to let 
riders experience a more natural, free-flowing descent down the main ridgeline. 
 
The trail will provide an Iconic and unique riding experience, with stunning views and a 
genuine backcountry trail feel not currently available in Austraila.  
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6.4.7 Trail 5 
 
Length 1,200m 
TDRS Green Circle 
Width 1,200mm 
Average gradient NA 
Maximum gradient NA 
Style Gravel Path 
Format Dual direction point-to-point 
Suggested construction methodology 1.7t excavator  
Trail features NA 
Construction accessibility Good 
Infrastructure NA 

 
Trail 5 is a short link trail into the township of Zeehan.  The trail is proposed as a gravel 
path at a nominal width of 1,200mm.  The trail requires minimal works in some areas, which 
may require signage rather than formal construction through road verge areas.   
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7 Construction Methodology 
 
7.1 Overview 
 
The construction of the Heemskirk trail network will require the engagement of a specialist 
trail contractor with extensive experience working in remote and challenging 
environments.  The proposed trails are highly exposed in areas and feature a range of 
novel landscapes.  The extensive rock in some areas of the trail will require specialist rock 
working skills, including heavy rock works using excavators and winching systems. 
 
The general style of trail proposed is quite minimalistic, though notably the construction 
team will need to work through the organic layer of the soil profile to achieve a solid 
mineral earth trail tread. The rubbly silica gravel-based soil in much of the site will result in 
a loose and imperfect trail surface, which should be expected, will add to the riding 
experience and enables riding during and after significant precipitation without saturation 
and liquification that would occur with clayey, plastic soils. 
 
Hand building may be required for some trail sections, which is due in part to the nature of 
the trail section, but also to ensure there is a diversity and uniqueness to the trail network.  
Where hand-built sections are developed, the contractor must manage trail dynamics with 
extensive catch berms and benched areas to reduce rider speed and increase trail user 
confidence. 
 
7.2 Construction Corridor 
 
Dirt Art has proposed a 50m construction corridor (25m either side of the designed trail 
alignment).  This corridor allows for the contractor to manage the novelties of the 
landscape, including extensive surface and sub surface rock. 
 
The contractor will be required to flag the final trail construction alignment within the 
approved corridor, noting that adjustments will need to be made during construction due 
to the unique landscape of the site.  The contractor should target the gradient measures 
noted in this report. 
 
7.3 Excavator Construction 
 
Excavator construction is the recommended construction method for the majority of trails 
in the network.  Unless otherwise specified, excavators no larger than 1.7t should be 
utilised.  Where utilised, excavators should only be operated by highly-experienced, 
specialist operators.  In some areas machines will require winch tethers and other specialist 
techniques. 
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7.4 Hand built construction 
 
Several areas in the proposed trail network may require hand-built construction 
techniques.  In areas where hand building is undertaken, construction must include 
significant catch berms and edges to maintain rider speeds and retain riders on the trail 
tread. 
 
Hand building teams will be required to frequently move large rocks, which will require the 
utilisation of a range of specialist stone working techniques including but not limited to 
winching and aerial skyways.  These techniques will require a range of specialist 
equipment.   
 
7.5 Bridges and Platforms 
 
A few small platforms and bridges will be required to address short creek crossings.  
Maximum spans of 6m will be required.  All bridges must meet the below specification; 
 
Minimum width- 1,500mm 
Frame construction- Hot dipped galvanised steel 
Decking- FRP mesh (20mm mesh type) 
Footings- Galvanised steel section driven to refusal or plate bolted to rock  
Minimum weight loading- 2,000kg 
Handrails- Only required where specified 
 
It should be expected that all platforms/bridges will require helicopter transportation into 
the site locations.   
 
Preferred bridge designs can be found at Appendix 1.   
 
7.6 Helicopter Logistics 
 
It is expected that helicopters will be required to transport bridges and platforms into their 
respective locations.  No other materials transport is expected.   
 
Helicopter operations should be delivered under a comprehensive site-specific 
management system, with appropriately qualified staff. 
 
Several staging locations are potentially available, all of which are crown land and do not 
involve trail or road fly-overs.   
 
Notably, the use of helicopter for the project will require approval from the PWS.   
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7.7 Seasonal Construction Considerations 
 
The West Coast is subject to an extremely wet climate through the winter period, which 
will make for challenging construction particularly during the period of May-August.  Snow 
potentially affects much of the site during winter, particularly above 500m AMSL. 
 
Dirt Art suggest that construction will be viable for most the year, with winter focusing on 
lower elevation trails.  If construction is delivered during the winter period, the 
construction contractor should expect a number of lost days due to extreme weather.   
 
During summer periods, total fire bans may affect the delivery of construction works.  
Notably, these events are extremely rare in the region, and are thus unlikely to have a 
significant impact on construction delivery.   
 
7.8 Construction Timelines 
 
With adequate resourcing, Dirt Art believe the project can be constructed within a 6-month 
construction timeline.    
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8 Signage Plan 
 
8.1 Overview 
 
An effective, visually appealing signage system is fundamental for establishing a safe, 
functional trail experience for riders.  The branding and style guide for the project should 
be professionally developed by an appropriate design professional. 
 
Dirt Art suggest that the production and installation of signage is managed by the trail 
contractor, who will have the experience and equipment necessary to perform this task in 
remote areas. 
 
The below summary provides a signage design guide and a signage plan for all proposed 
signage locations. 
 
8.2 Signage Types 
 
8.2.1 Signage Type 1- Primary Trail Head 
 
The primary trail head will feature the largest and most prominent trail sign panels and 
signage systems.  A twin sign system, with two panels with a minimum size of 2,500mm x 
1,500mm is proposed.  These two panels will provide trail safety and general user 
information as well as a comprehensive trail map. 
 
Trail signed should be developed on laminated aluminium panels, with UV protected film.  
The signage should be mounted to galvanised steel posts. 
 
An entry archway should be developed as the main gateways to the trails.  Dirt Art suggest 
that the entry archway be locally themed, using recycled local timber or steel. 
 
8.2.2 Signage Type 2- Secondary Trail Head 
 
Secondary trail head signage is smaller than primary trail head signage, though features a 
similar level of trail information and maps. A single signage panel is proposed with a 
minimum panel size of 1,200mmm x 900mm.   
 
Trail signed should be developed on laminated aluminium panels, with UV protected film.  
The signage should be mounted to galvanised steel posts. 
 
8.2.3 Signage Type 3- Trail Head 
 
Each trail should have a main sign panel at its entry point.  This panel should be mounted 
on a 200mm width laminated alloy panel.  The panel should include the following key 
information; 
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- Trail name 
- Trail length 
- Trail difficulty 
- Safety point 
- Emergency information 

 
8.2.4 Trail Type 4- Directional/Emergency Marker 
 
Directional markers will be required throughout the network to aid in rider navigation and 
in the marking of emergency points.  These sign panels will generally be mounted to a 
galvanised 90mm square section post. 
 
8.3 Signage Location Plan 
 
A signage location plan can be found over the page. 
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9 Implementation Plan 
 
9.1 Project Staging 
 
Given current project budgets, a likely stage one development for the project will include 
trails Two and Four only.  Trails One and Five are likely to be constructed in a later 
development stage, pending the availability of future funding opportunities.  Trail Two will 
operate as a dual direction trail until Trail Three is completed, forming a closed loop with 
Trail Two, allowing both trails to operate as single directional trails.   
 
9.2 Detailed trail design 
 
The trail designs provided within this report represent a 50m trail construction corridor.  It 
is expected that the construction contractor will develop a final design corridor, and then 
adjust the corridor as required during construction.  The wider construction corridor has 
been proposed to allow for adjustments required by the highly novel landscape.  
 
Flagging tape has not been used during this design phase based on the following 
rationale; 
 

- The final construction corridor will require adjustment during construction for sub 
surface rock 

- There is limited vegetation on which to hang tape through much of the alignments 
- The lifespan of the tape is unlikely to extend to the construction period given the 

climatic conditions on site 
 
The construction contractor will be required to flag the final design corridor prior to 
commencement of construction, within the approved construction corridors.   
 
9.3 Approvals 
 
9.3.1 Parks and Wildlife Service (Reserve Activity Assessment) RAA 
 
All trails in the proposed development reside on PWS-managed land, and as such a 
Reserve Activity Assessment (RAA) will be required.  The specific level of assessment 
required will be determined by the agency, though given the disturbed, unvegetated 
landscapes involved, Dirt Art would not anticipate a complex RAA will be required.   
 
The RAA process has no statutory approvals timelines, and as such an approvals timeline 
will be dependent on the prioritisation of the project within the PWS. 
 
9.3.2 Development Application 
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Given the nature, scale and location of the project and proposed works that compose it, a 
development application (DA) will be required.   
 
It may be possible for both the DA and RAA to be run in unison, shortening development 
approvals timelines.  The determination of this approach will rest with the WCC.  In this 
instance, the DA would be approved conditional of an RAA approval.   
 
9.3.3 Geotechnical Assessment 

 
All proposed trails fall within areas mapped by the Department of Premier and Cabinet to 
possess low to medium potential geotechnical risks.  A geotechnical assessment may be 
required as component of the DA assessment process.  Given the current scale of the 
project, it is considered unlikely that geotechnical assessments will be required.   
 
9.3.4 Water Catchment Considerations 
 
There is no water catchment within the proposed trail development areas. 
 
9.3.5 Mining Leases 
 
The Heemskirk areas has a number of active and prospective mining leases.  Dirt Art has 
avoided proposing trail in mining leases, notwithstanding a short proposed section of 
climbing trail at the start of the network.  This section of trail is unavoidable due to the 
location of the existing Oonah Hill Trail (also located within a mining lease area).  The final 
determination regarding this trail section will require discussion with Mining and Minerals 
Tasmania and the leasee.   
 
9.4 Construction Approach  
 
9.4.1 Machine construction where possible 
 
Most modern mountain bike trail construction is undertaken with mini-excavators in the 
size rage of 0.8 to two tonnes. The use of excavators offers significant improvements in 
efficiency relative to hand-building in most environments. 
 
There are some areas, particularly at higher elevations within the proposed development 
area on Mount Agnew, where it may not be safe or practical to operate machinery. It is 
considered that establishing trail in these areas will yield experiences of such high quality 
that the additional cost of hand-building is warranted. 
 
It is recommended that where possible machine construction is pursued, where this does 
not adversely impact the experience provided by a trail and where it does not substantially 
impact the character of the development. 
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9.4.2 Hand building at higher elevations 
 
The steep slopes, uncertain soil depths and lack of anchor points to secure machinery at 
higher elevations will require hand-construction of some trails or sections of trails. 
 
A more natural trail character that minimises the construction footprint and the presence of 
built technical features is recommended for the proposed trails and aligns well with the use 
of hand rather than machine construction. 
 
9.4.3 Climatic considerations 
 
The occurrence heavy rainfall, strong winds, low temperatures and low visibility that can be 
expected, particularly during winter months over the proposed development area on 
Mount Agnew will result in days and potentially months where construction is not safe or 
practical, particularly at higher elevations. 
 
It is recommended that construction of the proposed trails is scheduled for drier, warmer 
months and that days where it is still not safe or practical to undertake construction during 
these periods is anticipated in construction scheduling. 
 
It may be possible to undertake construction at lower elevations during winter months. 
 
9.5 Marketing 
 
9.5.1 Overview 
 
In an increasingly competitive destination mountain biking marketplace, an effective 
marketing strategy and implementation are critical to the success of a mountain bike 
destination.   Marketing should focus on developing high quality video and photo content, 
which showcases the unique landscapes and experiences offered by the project.  In the 
case of this project, content should focus on dramatic view sheds and the rugged and 
iconic terrain that typifies the West Coast region; button grass plains; a focus that is also 
consistent with the Tasmania brand.  Marketing should embrace the local climate and 
weather, showcasing the trails being enjoyed in. a range of weather conditions.   
 
9.5.2 Integration with recent West Coast re-branding 
 
The proposed trail development and the experiences it will provide align completely with 
the recent award-winning rebranding of the West Coast facilitated by Council and 
delivered by For the People. 
 
The campaign leverages the rugged and wild, natural and cultural landscapes of the area, 
as well as the stories that have evolved through many years of exploration, industry and 
experiences. It is recommended that branding of the mountain bike trails is consistent with 
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and even potentially captured within the existing branding due to the extent of the 
synergies between the proposed trail experiences and the West Coast brand. 
 
9.5.3 Existing mountain bike branding 
 
A strong and effective brand and logo is essential for the successful marketing of the 
project.  The current West Coast mountain bike brand does not resonate with the market, 
does not align with the branding of existing Tasmanian mountain bike destinations and 
does not provide an effective or appealing overarching brand for the project.  Dirt Art 
suggest engagement of a specialist branding agency to re-brand the project consistent 
with the broader West Coast brand.   
 
9.5.4 Marketing opportunities 
 
Several marketing opportunities are available, noting that a combination of opportunities 
will likely form the basis of a successful marketing plan for the project.  Marketing efforts 
should focus on; 
 

- Creation of high-quality photo and video content, including construction content 
- Social media page for the regional experience 
- Social media advertising campaigns 
- Influencer visits 
- Magazine and media pieces (including video destination showcases) 

 
Given the enthusiast (intermediate-advanced riders) focus, traditional media avenues (such 
as newspaper and television) are unlikely to be an effective marketing avenue for the 
project. 
 
9.5.5 Web site 
 
A web site can be a powerful marketing tool, while also providing visitors with valuable 
navigational and safety information.  Following the development, or commitment to 
develop the trails described in this Strategy, Dirt Art suggests that a regionally-focused 
web site, showcasing trail opportunities throughout the West Coast area should be 
developed. 

 
There is also potential for the website to document what will be a unique development 
process, creating anticipation and awareness in the market even before the trails are 
commissioned.  
 
9.5.6 Marketing budget 
 
Dirt Art suggest a year one marketing budget of 2.5% of capital investment ($25k/$1m 
investment). 
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9.6 Suggested Development Budget 
 
9.6.1 Overview 
 
See suggested project budget at Appendix 3. 
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10 Operational Considerations  
 
10.1 Management Models 
 
The majority of land proposed for trail development is managed by the Crown Land 
Services/ the PWS, although notably, the PWS is unlikely to be the ultimate proponent or 
beneficiary should the trail development proceed.   
 
Generally, in Australia where large-scale trail development is undertaken, the proponent is 
a local council, who has an access or lease agreement to utilise the land of parks agencies 
to develop and operate the trail network. 
 
Dirt Art suggest that the resulting trails should be managed by a single entity, ensuring 
consistency and cohesiveness in management, and clear avenues for funding and 
implementation.  For the West Coast Project, this entity will most likely be the West Coast 
Council.   
 
In most cases an access license agreement would be held for the trail corridors only, 
typically consisting of a 20m corridor to allow for minor trail alignment changes if required.   
 
10.2 Trail Maintenance  
 
Trail maintenance is one of the key operational considerations of any trail destination.  In 
general terms, a high-quality mountain bike destination will require regular maintenance, 
to ensure trails are maintained to a standard expected by the traveling mountain bike 
rider.  The West Coast project is somewhat unique, with the following key factors relevant; 
 

• The remote and backcountry nature of the trails will result in a lower 
expectation for a groomed/highly manicured trail surface 

• Soils and geology will not allow for a groomed/highly manicured trail surface 
during construction 

• Developing intermediate to advanced trails will reduce the maintenance inputs 
required to maintain the intended Trail Difficulty Ratings 

• A rugged, natural trail surface will be part of the appeal of the West Coast 
mountain bike products. 

 
Dirt Art suggest that volunteer trail maintenance is not usually a viable approach, 
particularly, as is the case for the West Coast, where there is not a significant local riding 
community. Most successful mountain bike destinations, including Blue Derby and 
Maydena Bike Park rely on paid, professional maintenance teams.  It is recommended that 
this capacity is developed within Council as the proponent of the trail development. 
 
Dirt Art suggests a maintenance budget of approximately $1,500 per kilometer per annum 
would be appropriate.   
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10.3 Risk and Incident Management 
 
Risk and incident management is a critically important consideration for any mountain bike 
trail development and should be considered continually throughout the development and 
construction process.  Given the remote nature of many of the trails proposed, a well-
considered risk and emergency management plan will be essential for this project. 
 
First and foremost, most the environments proposed for development in this project are 
not conducive for beginner riders, with harsh and rugged terrain, extreme side slopes and 
little to no vegetation buffers. 
 
Incidents can be minimised through the following key considerations; 
 

- Predictability in trails  
- Low consequence trail features (limited gap jumps, blind drops etc.) 
- Appropriate trail difficulty grading 
- Appropriate signage 
- High-quality trail design and construction 

 
Incidents can be managed through the following key considerations; 
 

- Liaison with emergency services 
- Noting of key access routes 
- Noting of emergency points on all trails 
- Consideration of aerial rescue points 

 
Emergency management services will be consulted with during the next phase of the 
project.   
 
10.4 Event Potential 
 
10.4.1 Overview 
 
The proposed trail network offers potential to host a range of different events.  Notably, 
the network does not have the same event potential as offered at Mount Owen, and is 
focused more on recreation and backcountry riding. Importantly, events offer an effective 
marketing strategy, as well as providing an event-focused boost to the local economy. 
 
A range of different potential event formats will be explored below. 
 
 
 
 
10.4.2 Gravity Enduro 
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The proposed trail network provides the strongest potential for enduro-focused racing.  
This racing format is currently one of the biggest racing formats across the world, made 
popular by its social liaison stages and gravity-focused competitive race stages. 
 
The trail network provides excellent potential for this racing format, as part of a single day 
race stage, or as part of a regional or state wide enduro stage race (similar to the Trans NZ 
event- www.transnz.com).  
 
10.4.3 Cross Country 
 
While generally not considered a growth discipline, cross country racing remains popular at 
a local and regional level.  The proposed network provides options to host a range of cross 
country race formats, which may be particularly valuable to the West Coast MTB Club and 
other Tasmanian mountain bike clubs.   
 
10.4.4 Festival/Stage Racing 
 
The unique trail network and proximity to town, make the trail network very suitable for a 
wide range of multi-day festival and/or stage racing events.  Such an event may also utilise 
other regional mountain bike trails. 
 
10.4.5 Industry Events 
 
The unique nature of the proposed trails and the stunning landscape in which they reside 
provides strong potential for a range of industry events.  Events such as product launches 
and catalogue/content shoots provide significant potential to market to a national and 
international audience, typically for little to no cost.  
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11 Community and Business Development 
 
11.1 Business development forums 
 
It is common in mountain bike destination development for trails and related infrastructure 
to be developed, and the business and investment community to be left to independently 
seek out potential opportunities provided by the project.  This reactive approach results in 
a slow business response, and often also results in new and refined business products and 
services that do not meet the needs and expectations of the market. 
 
Dirt Art suggests that business workshops should be hosted as a key project component, 
to provide new and existing business operators with a comprehensive understanding of 
the project, the mountain bike market, and the potential opportunities provided by the 
project.   
 
Dirt Art has assisted with one business workshop in Zeehan, and intends to assist with a 
second such workshop in Queenstown in coming months. 
 
11.2 Increasing participation and engagement 
 
The recommended focus of the proposed Strategy is providing intermediate and advanced 
riders trail experiences in iconic, often remote or exposed environments.  Despite this 
focus, providing local riders with a more accessible experience of lower difficulty has been 
proposed as part of this project specifically to foster a local mountain bike culture and 
develop enthusiasm for the project in the Community. 
 
Dirt Art has proposed a new trail (Trail 1) to greatly improve the functionality of the Oonah 
Hill Trail, which will be of significant benefit to local riders.  The stacked loop style of the 
network will also encourage participation by riders of a range of abilities.   
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12 Potential Future Concepts 
 
12.1 Overview 
 
The initial phase of this project has allowed for a trail development of approximately 
37.7km of trails. Dirt Art has also prepared a larger pipeline of additional high-value 
projects to allow for scaling based on future funding and development opportunities.   
 
Notably, much of the landscape across the West Coast is not suitable for trail 
development.  Heavily vegetated areas, and areas with steep side slopes dominate the 
landscape of the region, making trail development unfeasible in most locations.  The 
locations and project types listed below have aimed to capitalise on areas suitable for the 
cost-effective development of world-class mountain bike experiences, which are 
complementary to this and other projects in the broader region.   
 
This future pipeline of projects provides significant opportunity to diversify the West Coast 
mountain bike experience, through the provision of a range of unique experiences that 
capitalise on the unique local landscape.   
 
12.2 Future Concepts 
 
12.2.1 Secondary Mount Agnew Descent 
 
There is potential to establish a secondary descent from part (approximately 75%) of the 
way up Mount Agnew.  Rider will reach a stunning saddle with a change in geology, which 
provides a logical terminus for provision of a new descent trail.  This trail will also provide 
an earlier termination point in the climb making the trail accessible to a broader rider 
market. 
 
This trail would be approximately 4-5km in length, terminating at Piney Creek. 
 
12.2.2 Trial Harbour Trail Concept  
 
The current and proposed West Coast mountain bike trails provide a stunning variety of 
landscapes.  Despite this, there currently no coastal rides in the Region or any significant 
coastal mountain bike experiences in Tasmania. 
 
Dirt Art suggest that there is significant potential to establish a coastal ride centered 
around Trial Harbour, which would likely include an ascent to Lake Cumberland.  Once at 
Lake Cumberland, riders will have the opportunity to descend approximately 500 vertical 
metres down into Trial Harbour. 
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The coastal section of the trail provides potential to operate as a dual directional trail 
suitable for walkers and mountain bike riders.  This will ensure that the trail benefits the 
broadest possible audience. 
 
The trail provides an unrivalled experience, which showcases the rugged coastline around 
Trial Harbour, with views across Lake Cumberland through to Ocean Beach. 
 
 
12.2.3 Heli-biking concepts 
 
While beyond the confines of the current project, it is worth noting that a heli-biking 
concept has potential to offer an extremely unique riding opportunity for the region.  
Popular in New Zealand and North America, heli-biking transports riders to a high point 
before they descend to a collection point or town. 
 
There is potential to offer a helicopter drop to the top of Mount Agnew pending 
commercial interest and relevant approvals.   
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13 Conclusion 
 
Dirt Art has composed a design plan that offers a world-class suite of mountain bike 
experiences, including approximately 37.7km of trails.  The proposed trail network focuses 
on an intermediate-advanced rider market, who are the primary demographic in the 
destination mountain bike market.  Trails have focused on providing backcountry trail 
riding, which capitalises on the unique landscapes, views and terrain of the area.  Riders 
will ascend and descend large elevation ranges, which will be rewarded with stunning 
views and long descents.   
 
The proposed trail network has been located in areas conducive to high-quality, cost-
effective construction, avoiding low-lying, wet areas and areas featuring dense vegetation.  
These characteristics will ensure ongoing maintenance costs are minimised, while creating 
as suite of trail experiences that are functional in most weather conditions.   
 
A strong focus has been placed on economic development, with the trail network 
proposed to begin and end in the Zeehan CBD.  There is strong potential for bike hire 
(eMTB hire in particular), along with a range of other direct and indirect business 
opportunities.   
 
The proposed trail network offers a significant opportunity to develop a suite of mountain 
bike experiences that genuinely capture international attention.  The rugged, button grass 
plain landscapes will provide a level of content that will undoubtedly grace photos and 
videos that reach a genuinely international audience.  For a relatively low development 
cost, the proposed trails fill a void in the growing suite of Tasmanian mountain bike 
experiences and will play a significant role in the growing push towards showcasing 
Tasmania as one of the world’s great mountain bike destinations.    
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14 Appendix 1 – Bridge and Platform Design Plans 
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This document is available in the internal report version only. 
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15 Appendix 2- Project Budget 
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